ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL GWALIOR

Dear Parents,
Greetings of the New Year 2021!
To be very honest, Year 2020 was a year to check with our willingness to adapt and change ourselves and
it is extremely commendable that you have accepted the change in the educational scenario too, along
with a lot in your personal and social domains. Remember, the new change is not just a change, but a step
forward towards transforming the academic landscape of the World and its widespread significances in
human life will be seen in the coming years. It is a new world order and the harder we prepare ourselves
for it, the better we will grow. Therefore, it is requested to continue with each bit of learning of the year
2020 and also acknowledge each breakthrough into technology-driven learning to achieve the best for
your wards.
Further, our students have now drawn nearer to the final phase of this academic session and therefore, it
becomes an utmost necessity on our part to ensure that they are provided subject-wise fine-tuning for their
final evaluations/assessments. We request you to ensure that your ward stays regular in classes for
revision and practice and appears in all classroom e-tests and other assessments.
The month of January calendars Lohari and Makar Sankranti and we are sure that you will observe these
celebrations and the opportunity for socialization within safety constraints.
Please feel free to communicate with us whenever necessary for any school related matters.
With kind regards,
Class teachers

(Mrs. Jyoti Singh, Mrs. Prachi Tomar, Mrs. Poonam Wadhwa, Mr. Amit Tripathi, Mrs. Shivangi
Gupta, Mrs. Shikha Rai, Mrs. Neha Chaturvedi )
Status Report: The syllabus as proposed for the month of December has been completed.
Class - VII

Academic Plan

January 2021

(Sections: Wisteria, Arjuna, Acacia, Hornbeam, Kauri, Aspen, Larix)

ENGLISH-

Reader chapter-10 (carried forward)
Supplementary Reader- 9 (carried forward), 10
Grammar-11

HINDI-

Vasant path- 18,19, 20

Vyakaran path- 28,29,30,31,32,33,34
Patra, Anuched

Mahabharat- 30-40

SANSKRIT-

Ruchira Ch14, 15
Grammar- 14
and 18

MATHS-

Chapter- 12(continue),13,14,15

SCIENCE-

Chapter – 15,16,17

SOCIAL
SCIENCE-

Geography: Chapter- 9,10
Civics: Chapter-10

ICT (Computer) –

Chapter-9, 10

ART EDUCATION-

Modern Tin art, Leafy Bird, hanging garden.

WORK
EDUCATION-

Key Ring

PHYSICAL EDUCATION/

Track and field events

GAMESYOGA-

Practice of pranayama.

MARTIAL ART-

3rd to 6th ippon & third bunkai

DANC E-

Bhajan in teen taal
THEME: Indian Democracy
DEED: Exercise Franchise for Good Governance

